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Abstract. The TAUVEX instrument consists of three imagers operating in several 
bands in the mid to near UV. We have proposed to fly TAUVEX as a secondary payload 
on the GSAT-4 mission to be launched in late 2004 and this proposal is currently under 
consideration by ISRO. The TAUVEX mission will consist of a series of scans over 1 
degree wide bands in the sky which we will build up into a survey of the ultraviolet 
sky. The limiting magnitude in each of the three colours will be on the order of 19. 
We hope to make the data available to the Indian astronomical community soon after 
launch. 
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1. Introduction 

In collaboration with the Israeli TAUVEX team, we have proposed to fly an ultraviolet imager 
aboard the GSAT-4 satellite, to be launched by ISRO in late 2004. The TAUVEXpayload consists 
of three W imagers covering the wavelength region between 1400 A and 3200 A (for a full 
description see Brosch 1998). With moderate spatial resolution (7") over a large field of view 
(54'1, TAUVEX perfectly complements the Ultraviolet Imaging Telescope (WIT - Pati & Rao 
1998) aboard the ASTROSAT mission (scheduled for launch in late 2006) which has a much 
higher spatial resolution f 1") but with only half the FOV. On the other hand, TAWEX is directly 
competetive with the recently launched GALEX mission (Burgarella et. al. 2003 and references 
-in) but, with its much longer mission life, will obtain superior coverage over the sky in three 
w~vekngth bands, corn@ with two for GALEX. 

TAWEX was one of h e  instnunents scheduled for $light on the multiwavelengih Spectrum- 
X G m  mission d che Soviet Union's space program but was pur on indeftnib hold when the 
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Figure 1. While the sky background at all wavelengths is much less in space (here shown for a low Earth 
orbit) than from the ground, we note that the sky background is particularly low in the UV. Thus the W is 
the best spectral region to observe deep into the universe. Ths figure is reproduced from O'Connel 1982 

Soviet Union broke up. TAUVEX is now in storage in an ultra-clean facility in El-Op, the Israeli 
aerospace company. Upon the chance for a secondary payload on what was then the (Indian geo- 
stationary satellite) GSAT-3 mission, I proposed, with N. Brosch (Tel Aviv University), TAUVEX 
as a perfect fit for the satellite and the short time available for payload development. Because of 
other factors, the TAUVEX payload was shifted to GSAT-4 and the proposai is now in the approval 
stage by both the Israeli and Indian space agencies. 

We believe that we can obtain aunique science product with TAUVEX that will be widely used 
by hdian, Israeli, and international scientists and will complement both existing 0bSe~atories 
such as UPS0  at Nainitaf and UO at Hanle and future missions such as ASTROSt\T. 

2. Science 

me erdvan&ges of observing in the ultraviolet have been documented by O'Connell (1987); 
-1y, &at the sky kkgraurid in thjs spectral regime is near zero allowing faint objects to 
ba M y  Figwe I). Thus the uItraviolet is, much more than the visible, the best place to 

Despite 40 years of observations from a series of rockets and 
stitill largely unknown. There has been no survey of the UV sky 

iy 1970'8, which had bath low sensiiivity and low spatid re$- 
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Hubble Space Telescope (HST) have yielded a wealth of data but have only observed objects 
discovered in other wavelength bands. 

Although the mission plan is yet to be defined and will depend on science input from the 
general astronomical community, our baseline is to survey the entire sky over the 7 year mission 
lifetime combined with selected deep fields and observations of interesting targets. Our limiting 
magnitude will be on the order of 19 for the W 3 band survey and 25 for the deep pointings. 
(Note that we quote magnitudes in Hayes & Latham 1975.) We will certainly detect more than lo7 
galaxies with 3-band photometry plus a comparable number of stars and, perhaps most excitingly, 
several million quasars. The sky is much different in the UV as opposed to the visible or any other 
wavelength and TAUVEX will afford us a new look at the universe. 

3. Context 

Because the Galaxy Explorer (GALEX) launched in April 2003 by NASA, has comparable prop- 
erties, we must contrast our goals with theirs. The primary difference is that GALEX has chosen 
to sacrifice depth for an all-sky survey. With our longer mission life, we will obtain deeper ob- 
servations over most of the sky and in three bands as opposed to the two of GALEX (1350-1800 
A; 1800-3000 A). The GALEX sensitivity is on the order of 18th magnitude (after converting 
to the Hayes-Latham system we use) for the survey and 23rd magnitude for their deep survey 
over 100 square degrees. Our data will complement GALEX in those areas and will allow much 
more detailed testing of galactic and cosmological models. The Indian multiwavelength satellite 
ASTROSAT will also contain an ultraviolet imager but that will have a much smaller field of 
view and much higher spatial resolution. TAUVEX will be an ideal precursor to ASTROSAT in 
that areas selected on the basis of TAUVEX data can then be observed with much higher spatial 
resolution by UVIT. 

Perhaps the most important science issue to be addressed by TAUVEX is simply that of a deep 
census of a Iarge fraction of the sky. Immense numbers of new objects will be discovered which 
will then be followed up from ground-based observatories in India and Israel for identification 
and further classification. 

Surprisingly the star formation rate at nearby epochs is not well known, because nearby 
galaxies are too large to observe with existing telescopes in space. WltR TAUVEX we will be able 
to survey galaxies to a d i f t  of 2.5 extending our models of galactic evolution to the present 
day. This has important coilsequences for our understanding of the history of the universe. 

'BVi: wig a3w c&ah a masme the diffuse gJ& fight over regions ranging from the 
@lactic g b  Eo tRe m. 7 % ~  is t@1y starIight wa$tered by interstellar dust about which 
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little is known. Dust is important in many processes in our Galaxy and others, particularly in 
radiation transfer from starlight to the interstellar medium in which new stars are born. 

Extragalactic light has long been the Holy Grail of diffuse studies but is hampered by Galactic 
light in most spectral regions. We will be observing the Galactic poles as part of our survey 
where we will be able to obtain &he best observations of the extragalactic light. Through these 
observations we will be able to significantly constrain cosmological models. 

5. Instrument 

TAUVEX consists of two separate modules, which can be mounted separately but in proximity to 
each other. The optical module consists of three identical telescopes with wedge and strip anode 
detectors. The electronics module includes the associated electronics. The structure is made of 
aeronautical aluminium with a carbon composite for parts where thermal expansion is critical, 
such as the telescope metering structure. This allows for a large range in operating temperatures 
(20 to 50°C) with no further requirements on thermal gradients. 

The optical module includes three identical, co-aligned and independent 20-cm Ritchey- 
Chretien telescopes. Each telescope has a field of view of 0.9 deg with a spatial resolution of 
about 7" on the foa l  plane. The primary and secondary mirrors are both lightweighted zero- 
dur coated with A1 + MgFz with an effective reflectivity of better than 90% over the wavelength 
region of interest. In addition, two doublet lens pairs, made of CaFz, correct the field of view 
for &%rations and serve as Lyman cr blockers. A schematic of the telescope structure with the 
baffies is shown in Figure 2. 

There are fm filters per telescope offering 6 different UV bands for observation (Figure 3). 
In the standard mode for operation on GSAT4, we plan to use one fixed filter per telescope to 
give effective bands of 1700;t250A, 2250*210A, and 2530 * 225 A. The detectors are standard 
wedge d strig with a 25 mm Q'h photuczdmie. They use a 3 MCP chain to give a final spatial 
mlution of about 60 rrlic~ons oo the ph3.  

Nomind operation of tRe g e o s t a t i o v  GSAT-4 sateilite requires that the platform be pointed 
to a single kcation an b Earth's mrfw. Thus, unlike most astronomical missions where the 
&fiDe Itself is rpsponsi& fw pq$4 acqpljsiti~n, we requirean independent pointing mechanism 
t5bak&bytbeISrZO&$d!ib a n ~ l  Centre (ISAC) as a modification of that used fo-r 
rher Soh W&ag Xmqf Sp%$w& JSOYS) p q b $  om GSAT-2. The general mission plan is 
Ib~cgaastripof ~ s k y a ~ n ~ ~ ~ l i a a t J o n & ~ , o n c e p e r d a y , s h i f i b y O . l d e g t o x q  

lifetim, at red-t map of the entire sky will be 

m a ~ y ~ b r o w u ~  mission. 
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Figore 2. A sehematic of tbe TAUVEX optical module structure is shown. One of the tebcopes is cut away 
to show he baffRes and minors. 

6. Status 

We have h2ld ~ e v e d  technical discpssims with ISRO a d  El-@ (who are responsible for h e  
TAWEX instrument) which have baen very positive. We are nbw (May 1,2003) awaiting final 
c 8 e d h  rn the ameptmx d the p a g r t d  by the Israeli Space Agency and suhequegt to that by 
ISIEO. The l m h  of the GSAT-B ~lss ion is Bchedulsd for Iate 2004 and so it is critical that these 
d e c ~ w e ~ a s s a a n a s p o s s i b b .  

Owe axepd for GSKf4, we we- inpqt mf MgQmn the b k m  stmwmicd corn 
~ - . ~ ~ r o g J o r ~ T # l o l i e d ,  t m & d m & k & i s ~ o n  wea-yaspecth science 



FSgrm 3. Tk spectral ranges of the TAUVEX filters are shown here. Fw nominal operation on GSAT-4, we 
wit1 only use a single filter for each of the three imagers but will maintain the capability to change filters 
should it be desired on programmatic or scientific grounds. 

ismaes to mission planning and data analysis. More infomation about the project can be found at 
http://www.iiap.ernet.irJ~uvex/tauvex.html or from murthy @iiap,ernet.in. 
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